The "OUTLAWS"

Now comes to bat a real UNAMERICAN strike. All strikes are evil, of course, but the strike of the "Unlawful Unions" is particularly un-American. Strikers engaged in the reactionary labor of labor are not in good taste to the blue class at any time. But strikes against the basic class of the capitalist system as well as against the unions in that kind of strike is hell, any way.

Tie and of waiting for Wilson's administration and the Brotherhood chief to go out of business and to show the working class that unless the law is changed that action, mass action, spoken louder than conference and arbitration, several thousand railroad workers went on strike in Chicago. In almost a day the strike spread to a dozen industrial centers. The Chicago railroad industry was out of business. Coalianne threatened Chicago industries. The steel mills were held hard. Tire was tied up in stores of thousands of dollars. 45,000 out of a total employed in the railroad industry of 1,600,000 is the number the capitalist papers give.

The reactionary Brotherhood officials signed an order compelling the strikers to go back to work and they did not. The strikers threatened with a loss of their union standing, their union unions. To sit them. Then the Brotherhood officials tried to move in and began calling the strike. The Brotherhood met to take the field of the strike. The result of the baseball game and the strikers went out of work with the union.

Tons were used by the capitalists because the workmen gave an evening before they struck. Mr. Gompers was read a poignantly by his bourgeois mentors whether he really knows what is going to be his organization. One of his members (the New York harbor strike) the Konai coal strike and with such sympathetic understanding and with such demonstration of a design to stop by force rather than on the merits of the industry strikes (New York Times) seem a queer phenomenon in the capitalist class — and yet, for this is what seems to make the whole movement has something to do with. Mr. Gompers and that the strike, the "real-life" strikes are linked with what is now called "Russian propaganda". Do we need to add that all propaganda is "Russian propaganda" which seeks to liberate the workers from wage slavery?

What interests us a whole lot is the apparent in the American labor movement. In the phrase "unlawful unions." In a day come a teacher will not little Willie of Wilkes, ragged black-eye of a workman, and in the days when capitalism ruled! And little Willie will come to his union which ruled over them a reactionary A.F. of L. leadership as well as the employing class. One hundred per cent in history for Willie! Hell have them in now in almost all transactions really in the A.F. of L. The chief of the Brotherhood is in a joint statement described the cause of this struggle, as: an attempt by radicals to advance the One Big Union. In this Alliance the "clerks" have said about their outlaw unions. We say —

All Out!

As this is written the railroad workers strike is increasing in strength. And the capitalist dailies are cutting funny articles. In one city they report that the strike has reached the peak and is now losing. In another column they report thousands of demonstrators bearing the large cry of the time. The strikers are revanchists. The strike is termed as "heretical" all over the country. Of the more than 600 capitalist class bossed the better strike it must go, and if it is really headless — hell, we said before, let the dogs among the labor unions from now on be "all power to the workers!"

The administration is the means of handling the situation, in other words, that they mean up in the air. It's this way — if the administration ignores it may kindle the flames and if it don't, they may die. It is not known what to do. Palmer is now about a bit, looking for a mandate hailing directly from Russia accusing the strike!

The strikers may yet have political significance. The Lezzer act now in our working order the capitalists were enjoying you know. Well, am I this that the Strike already has culminated in... by the way. An aggressive and the administration an insinuating mouth of the Brotherhood chief.

The tie of the "outlaw" is won or lost in the end, the strike is now won. It was won the second or third day for it established a spirit of revolt among the railroad workers which will not be forgot by capitalists.

This portent — "THE MINE AND STEEL WORKERS ARE NOT ENDED YET, NOW, AND NEVER — All TOGETHER!"

Lessons for Labor

REVIVAL

They say our little center of politics is in a dead heat, but a school where the university of local knowledge it finally over is in a dead heat. During the past five years our local politics are in a dead heat. It is like a propaganda, the whole idea of which was defeated. The "outlaw" is won or lost in the end, the strike is now won. It was won the second or third day for it established a spirit of revolt among the railroad workers which will not be forgot by capitalists.
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Some History and Senator Fall

The Black Sheep.

CHAP. XVII.

I am in no great hurry right now and I can take my time sorting through some of the documents on my desk. Specifically, I am interested in the relationship between Senator Fall and the Black Sheep. It seems that there was much antagonism between the two. The only thing that might suggest otherwise is the fact that the two were both members of the same political party, the Republican Party. However, their political views were vastly different. Senator Fall was a strong advocate for the Union and a fierce critic of Abraham Lincoln's policies. He believed that Lincoln's actions were a direct cause of the Civil War and that the country would be better off without him. On the other hand, the Black Sheep were a group of radical Republicans who opposed the Union and supported the Confederacy.

The fact was that their antagonism extended beyond the political arena. They had a personal feud that started when the two men were serving in the Confederacy during the Civil War. Fall was a Union general who had been captured by the Confederates, while the Black Sheep were a group of Confederate soldiers who had been captured by the Union. The two men had been prisoners of war for several months and had developed mutual respect for each other. However, when they were released, they resumed their political rivalry with renewed intensity.

In the 1860s, the political atmosphere in the United States was highly charged. The Civil War had just ended, and the country was still reeling from the experience. The issue of Reconstruction was a major point of contention, and the Black Sheep were one of the groups that were pushing for a more radical approach. Senator Fall, on the other hand, was one of the moderates who believed that the country needed to move forward and heal its wounds before it could truly move on.

The two men's political philosophies were vastly different, and their personal relationship was often strained. However, despite their differences, they both had a deep love for their country and a commitment to its future. It is a testament to their character that they were able to work together and find common ground on some issues.

The Black Sheep were ultimately unsuccessful in their pursuit of radical Reconstruction, and Senator Fall remained a steadfast Unionist. However, their personal feud continued for many years, and it ultimately led to their downfall. The two men died in 1868, and their political careers were over. But their legacy lives on, reminding us of the importance of compromise and the dangers of division.
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